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Notes by Karen Thullner 
 
Richard Esmond led the meeting.  Richard pasted a link to a GitHub. The link is to the current 
breast radiology IG. The next five months will need a shared IG to ensure the content is consistent.  
 
https://github.com/Gjoll/FhirKhit 
 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hJalprl_LGH2yWIWYF8Lx-
qPQgmvkefxrGj7WoF0qck/edit 
 
A single profile has been defined over all kinds of different items. It deals with lymphoma, etc. 
There are better ways to deal with breast abnormalities. The solid mass cancers should be separated 
from other miscellaneous items. How is a commonality best achieved? Can some classes be shared 
across body parts? It helps to inherit from a general class to a specific class. The CIMPL tool does 
assist with this. The data models need to be independent of IGs. The IGs can decide what are the 
best use case models. The commonality of solid mass cancers should be across the board, for 
instance between lung and breast. How are the abnormalities documented in relation to malignancy?  
 
Associated findings and consistent width need to be further defined. What is relevant? Consistent 
width has several associated declarations. The radiologist normally doesn’t decide if a mass is cancer 
or not. This is usually the job of the pathologist. This idea is termed as a radpath. The radiologist 
may note a mass but needs to be verified by the pathologist.  
 
Different areas and fluids may be used in multiple tests. There are correlations depending on the 
type of specimens analyzed. This represents several clinical lanes:  
 
Malignancy 
Bruising and swelling 
Wounds 
 
Clinical lanes are categories that may be shared between different areas. The concept is to cluster 
data elements together to some known clinical issue or topic. Clinical lanes would also allow one to 
exclude things that are not pertinent to a project. Is there some sort of categorization? Would it be 
possible to define large categories?  
 
Richard started a Google Doc to collect the thoughts of what categories would be essential to the 
process.  
 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-cwfADk8pMMBxf2XD8y_CNQqAoLEyMu8Prl2C0QB9nQ 
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What parts of the FHIR profile world would benefit? This would allow for adaptation of the clinical 
elements for the various categories. How should the summary section be documented for immediate 
attention and action, i.e. needle biopsy? 
 
Kurt gave a quick overview of the API. The use of the same API will give uniformity to the data, as 
well as consistency. Kurt created a tool that will take a FHIR profile to create a C-SHARP code. It 
creates centers and getters close to the FHIR profile. It applies to a lot more type checking and takes 
care of a lot of extensions. The rapper class allows you to get the details and extensions. The driving 
force for this API is to be able to change clinical content of the model. This automatic API allows 
the code to be tested without breaking the code. There can be a JAVA script of this API available in 
the future. This also allows the registries to use this with a minimal modification. The future of 
Modeling Lab will allow people to put information in a sandbox.  
 
There seems to be two strands of work starting. These clinical lanes are defining the crossover of 
various cancers and data elements. The second is the API or JAVA script. A TIGER team type 
meeting could be scheduled to address the more technical coding of the API. The common API 
would make the data capture in the field more reliable. Keeping the various code sets in harmony is 
a huge task. This approach would help to limit this. Can this API be multi-mobile? There are 
communities for FHIR or EMRs. The common API will variations of the target to address all 
communities.  
 
The agenda for next week will focus on pathological lanes in disease processes. Richard will also 
start a Google doc to encompass what will need to be done for the January cycle. This will also filter 
what needs to be done for the May cycle. Richard has also contacted Clinical Terminologists for 
pricing. The Clinical Terminologists will ensure that all the terminologies are accurate.  
 
The following week will include the API topic. 


